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I.• INTRODUCTON

•.This report discusses the matching of rotor and stator flow in a transonic

conpressor stage used for exoerimental measurement technique development. "he

o opressor is a -mall (11 inches in diameter), single stage axial machine wiri

a desian s-age pressure ratio of about 1.5 at 30,460 RPM (Fig. L). The jesian

was cormieted in the late L960's by Dr. M. Vavra. and is documented in Ref. .

The =moressor des xot reflect tociav's state of --he art of high speed

compressor technology. It is,' however,, a valuable tool to investigate

phenomena ceculiar ro transonic flows such as shock systems and the losses

accoranied with -hem.

initial testina, aimed at establishing the overall performance ,rap of -his

conpressor, revealed that the flow into the rotor was in disagreeent with the

design. The flow rate at the full open throttle condition vas too smail and

the -adial distribution of velocity did not :rtch the rotor requirements. :n

Fig. 2 the measured relative rotor inlet angle B1 and rotor incidence angle

versus radius are cormared to the rotor requirements. The initial test data

was acquired at 60% of design speed. Later measurements Aere carried out to

soeeds -f -0% of -esian and the need to LmDrove -he inlet flow field at low

speeds -as i:learl yeronstrated, Ref. 2. It was f ound that the rotor inlet

flow angle las, for a constant -hirottle setting, independent of speed.

Atte-nts _o imrove the rotor flow 'were -ade IW ' odifing the inlet. However,

t:aiculations as 'well as 'hardware Todifications showed that -he exastina inlet

4 flow 'Fig. 2) could oni'y be zhanged slightly W -4ariations =stream of t-he

rotor leading edge. In order to increase the flow rate, a flow straightener

downstream of the stator was removed. Tlis flow stra-ightener 'consistinq -Df a

honeycomb) was found to produce sizable losses and thus restrict the exit

1
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flow. An increase in flow rate vas neasured, however, the velocity

distribution at the rotor leading edge vas not changed significantly.

Consequently the role of the stator or the rotor-stator interaction u.s

examined -,ore thorouchly in order to understand -he flow field -easurea :n :he

-rruressor.

:I. F=DR - 3I'ATCR 2NTEPRACTION

Attermts to irmrove -he rotor flow iescrinea Ln Ref. 2 dealt with the

rotor inflow nly. Since the .-otor incidence angle as found to be cmnstant,

mi -ling the inflow u:sing various hardware changes seemed to be a logical

3teo. However, as the improvenents achieved oAere STal!, the influence of -he

flow dbwnstream of the r-otor mn -he rotor itself zecam the center c:f

attention. Tables :. ihrough 7I. _how the radial iistributions of rotor ana

stator and inlet anales. These teasurements were taken as different inlet

.7odifzications were "-r-ed. (Ref. 2) The design speed -was 60% at the indicated

flow rates. 7n Fig. 3 the stator incidence angle is plotted versus the rotor

incidence angle for five streamlines (also see Tables ! -trough VI). Data for

each of -he radial surveys is mnnected with a curved line. For any of the

Jiven strea.miLnes -he relationsnip between stator 3nd rotor incidence anale

-:an e :ioselv approxixated _N a straiaht Line. This :orreiation wAs founa -o

be indeopendent of flow rate and radial distribution of flow -re at the rotor

inlet. Certain distrbutions were forced '-y using various inlet screens (seer ef. 2). oDnsequently for ny liven rotor inciuence angle there Aill only oe

ne mrresocndJnia stator Lnc-_dence angle. Close -o t-he =.-igin of the

:oor iinate system. Fig. 3) a z=r-ed line indicates the relationshup for

iruzaLm loss ciicence anale -f rotor and stator. The iifference between -he

mni~mm-, koss inciJence and any measured incidence indicates significant loss

2



production. From the straight lines (Fig. 3) representing various streamlines,

the necessary stator incidence angle corresponding to a rranum loss rotor

incidence angle and vice versa can be determined across the blade span. Fig.

4 shows that a stator operating at minium loss incidence angle would require

the rotor to be stalled while a rotor minimum loss confiouration would force

the stator to surge. Any rotor inflow mrroifications can only cring about

changes between these limits shown in Fig. 4.

While the rotor approaches .mninram loss incidence angle with increasing

flow rate, the stator imrproves with decreasing flow rate. Fig. 3 shows that

at 60% of design speed the stator static pressure recovery increases with

decreasing flow rate. To place the stator running conditions in the

perspective of the overall compressor performance, the stator incidence angle

at mid chord is compared to compressor efficiency (Fig. 6) at 70% of design

speed. The compressor peak efficiency occurs at a flow rate quite close to

the point where the stator is operating at minirmun loss incidence angle. This

indicated that the influence of the stator incidence on the cormressor should

be significant.

Althouah it was found that the rotor inflow was independent of wheel speed

at 60% speed, it ,as ix=rtant to Jetermine if the relationship found between

rotor and stator incidence conditions found at this speed would be the same

at other soeeds. For 70% of design speed the rotor and stator incidence angle

distributions were measured at various flow rates. At 68% of design speed -he

rotor relative Mach i,urber exceeds unity at the rotor tip. Beyond 60% the
P40% -,

km relative Mach nuber is already larger than the critical value. At these

conditions the wake shed from a probe immediately upstream of the leading edge

3



(station 1, Fig. 1) can cause severe flutter problems for the rotor blading.

To avoid damaging the nachine a corruter program was developed, which

calculated the velocity vector at the rotor leading edge from neasurenents at

reasuring station number 0 (see Fig. I). The incidence angle derived from this

velocity vector differs only slightly from :he value measured at station 1.

For inlet configurations without any screens or other miodifications the rotor

Sand stator inlets ,ere surveyed -t -3G and 70% of desian speed at the open and

, closed thrott:le set--t-nas. Tables VII throuch X show the results, which are

plotted on Fig 7. Figure 7 shows that for a fill open throttle configuration

the curves of stator incidence versus rotor incidence are practically the sane

for either v0 or 70% of desin soeed. For throttled conditicns -here are

sliaht differences, probably because the throttle setting was not exactly -he

sane for both speeds. The data of all four curves can be represented by

straight_ Lines for individual streamlines. Only the flow rate changes with

these curves. The conpressor speed has no influence. In Fig. 8 the radial

distributions of rotor and stator incidence angle are shown for two throttle

settings at 70% of design speed. At the naxirum flow rate (open throttle) the

stator incidence is about -16° at the tip and negative over the whole blade

span. FCr this runnLna mndi'tlon zhe rotor cones closest to the nIr-IrUM loss

incidence angle; the desired operating regime. !i wever, the stator will be

* approac'hing surge and will generate a significant amount of blockage dwrnstream

of the rotor. Since It was clearly dercnstrated that any imrovement to the

-roor flow Aould rake things -. rse for the stator, the stator ,was re-roved.

.44
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III. CCMPARISW O CT YOR CNLY AND SrAGE EATA

-x The stator was mranufactured as a single piece rather than an assembly of a

disk and blades (see Fig. 1). In order not to disturb the flow at the hub,

th'-e stator -was reclace-. z7v an aiuminum. rino with a contour identicai to t-he

stator -ta:. This r,_na rtie the same static oressure tacoinocs as the

orizina. stat:zr 7-r. .e :.'ow strai-.hzener :hunevomz si-own L-i 7.o. 1 -:-ad

-teen :e-0e' ar-ler. Th-us th e ;wLr. :-reated '_n -te flow cv the roor vas t

-_1c~ '- ~~e U eaves -:-e --rrmressor staue 'Jorrrer ena D. --cw

saaar7.tener;,, i-t t:u--e,- -? and exnaustedi radially. Within the exhaust,

--'-ere ere e2~tstLr'.-s *-ace _f ). 75 z.ncn diiameter 'boits with fairi-nas. The

3.rea f-atic 'De,:ween -exnaust ross-sect .:on ano rotor outlet .s D..32. ue -z

* =resornuino re~iu.cticn Ln aXiai Ae_Locity:, the -swir; anaie In --he exhaust _S

b etween 10' and L5, eoenciizc =ton soanw:.se location. Since the struts coul..

not oe ad-ust d tz t.h.s anole, th'ey 'Are left 7misa-L2ared to teTo vta

arount. The 7_isa-:zrin-t was oonsid ered to oe s-rail since the struts occuoiLe-

on>v :-.3% of t-he total exhaust area.

Th.e total cressure' terrperature probes of the stage outlet rak&e at

-easurzna 3tar_:.-n -Tuzrt')r -;,-e -ad-lusted to the flow anaie iezert'aned witn an

anale oroce. .7cr t-he :'ow -rte -ance examined, the Lnstrurentation iid totc

need' to be ad rusted furt-her. The rerroval1 of the stator required the

* dlsasserrblv (of 7rost of the test vehnicle. Earlier tests had shown it to be

*an ur-nroverrent t-o r-odifv the t-otor scinner t-o -a 3trict_'v onical sha;De PRef.

- ~ 2). -uis 4asassembiv was used -o alter t-he exist..na soinner to the shaoe

shown i 71ac. d ue to the for-,ard extension 'bevond t-he or4loinal11 soinner

tic, te t-raversina distance of the combination =oubec'trreaur ri at

stati.on --d 'be reduced. 0_-therw~ise :-n further m-oaaf:ications -of the

5
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instrunentation hardware or software were necessary.

III.1. Overall Perfornance

Since it Aas found that the rotor operates closest to nmriinum loss

incidence at full ooen throttle, the compressor rmap "As not measured. For

speeds from 25% to 70% the oerformnce was easured at small incremrents of

soeed at oIn throttle. This data and performrnce -rap data of '-he stage

acquired arlier :s shown in tables X1 to XIV. Fig 10 shows an appropriate

conparison. For the stage configuration the speed Lines of 60% and 70% of

design speed are shown as well as the maximum flow rate line for speeds from

25% to 70%. The latter can be directly conoared to the .aximum flow rate Line

for -he :otor oniv confiauration. 7his shows that the total oressure rise

produced 'y the rotor alone is slightly lwer than the stage at the same

seed, however the referred flow rate is higher. At the same time the overall

efficiency is higher for the rotor only configuration. The total temperature

increase is smaller for the rotor only (Fig. ii), which appears to be the

primary reason for the increase in efficency. For any gven speed the

referred flow rate of the rotor alone is larger than the stage flow rate.

This indicated, -hat --he stator in fact generated increased iwnstran-

*. blockage at Dxen throttie.

III. 2. Rotor in- and ODutflow

The goal of renoving the stator was to improve the roto,. flow.

Consequently the rotor in- and outflow were masured and cow-are'i .h -he

stage data. Radial surveys 'ere taken at easurina stations 0 upstre:m)

and station 2 (downstream of the rotor) (Fig. L). Fig. 12a snows the

absolute Mach number distribution. Although an overall increase in flow rate

was measured, the increase in inlet Mach munber shown is masleading. he

6
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change of the spinner increased the hub radius at station 0. This represented

an area reduction at that axial location of 3.3%, uhich partially led to the

increase in Mach number shown. At the rotor cutlet (station 2) the radial

* distribution of the absolute Mach rmnber did not vary, while the level dropped
"p.

"-. slightly. The absolute flow angle (Fig. 12b) shows basically rro change

bet:een stage and the rotor only measurement. At station 0 there .as a smarl

ieviation in absolute angle .ear the hub for the rotor only configuration.

,Tis canrt :e attributed to preswirl uie to the changed spinner geomet-y,

since preswirl would produce a flow deflection in the opposite direction. it

had to be assumed that there as a measurement error. Changes at teasuring

station 2 were rcaii. The disagreement with the design values did not

improve. The f~low pitch angles at stations 0 and 2 are shown in :ig. 12c.

At the inlet (station 0) the pitch angle tAs slightly larger in a stage

configuration than for the rotor only. Near the hub spinner, pitch ancle is

higher in the rotor only measurement while the pitch angle decreases towards

0* (the free stream value) for the stage configuration. No significant

: .* variations were found in the rotor outlet pitch angle distribution.

From the measured rotor inlet velocity vector and the rotational speed one

can derive tre incidence angle to the rotor. in Fig. 13, the rotor Lncdence

angle for the rotor alone and the stage are compared. Due to the increased

flow rate the rotor nly configuration has lower incidence angles across the

blade span. For a substantial center porteion the .7asured incidence angie

closely r-ches the value for mna= loss.

MThe hub to tip distribution of incidence angle did nrt change wih the

rer-val of the stator.

7
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IV. ROTR CNLY CCVPARISON OF TEST RESULTS AND CALCULATIONS

Fbr an cpen throttle, highest flow rate configuration, the radial

distributions of velocity vector at rotor in - and outlet were measured at 70%

of design speed (Fig. 14a-c). Qualitatively the distributions of absolute

Mach rimber, yaw and pitch angle are the same as those for 60%, only the

level of Yach number is increased. In order to have scre means to derive

total pressure losses across the rotor, the radial distributions of total

pressure and tre-verature were measured at rotor in- and outlet (Fig. 15a,

l5b). While the total tenperature rise is fairly uniform across the blade

span, the total pressure increase for the tip is small compared to the hub.

These trends are reflected in the total pressure loss coefficient (Fig. !cc).

1b evaluate the measurements further, a 2-D finite elerent computer code

was used to calculate the rotor flow for the same running conditions. The

code utilized was developed by Hirsch and is described in Ref. 3 and Ref.

4. The meridional mesh used in the calculation is shown in Fig. 16. The

station lines (hub to tip) are arranged such that line rumber 3 originates at

the spinner tip, number 5 and number 8 coincide with the measuring stations

number 0 and 1 respectively for radial surveys of the inlet. Number 9

represents the rotor leading edge and number 12 the trailing edge. Station

line number 13 is identical to measuring station nurter 2, for radial surveys

of the rotor outlet. The up- and downstream extensions of the mesh reach

points where the duct coss-sectional areas rerain constant. Inlet conditions

sucrh as -fow rate, rotor speed, pressures and temperatures were taken from

0. i'measurements at 70% of design speed. The results given by the corm uter code

. are very ex--ensive and only a few are presented. Te calculated flow angle

(Fig. 17) is in good agreement with the measurement for rotor in-and outflow.

8
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Disagreement towards the tip at mneasuring station 2, calculation station 13 isP.

likely to be a probe error. The probe is retracted into a 0.25" diameter

hole, leaving a gap between the probe itself and the outside of the hole.

?Jrther tre, not all sensors are located at the same radial rosition, so -hat

some miaht already be retracted while others are still extosed to the flow.

The combination of 'these effects causes inaccuracies in masuremTents in the

imediate vicinity of the Aall. In Fig. 18 the velocity in the absolute frare

is co nared for various axial stations. The agreement is c=od everywhere.

Test data Olotted at calculating station number 9 has been calculated fom

measurements at measurernent station number 0. In order to evaluate the whole
-*.. velocitv vector, the various conronents of -he absolute total vlocity (Fia.

18) Aere compared. While the agreement of the axial component is cood

throuchout (Fig. 19), large discrepancies appear to exist for the radial

cononent of the rotor outlet. Here, however, the representation of the three

dimensional velocity vector in terms of its components rather than magnitude

41. and angles, is misleading. In fact, if cne neglects discrepancies in the

* '. tip region, the largest difference in radial velocity component of about 12

m/s at 32% blade span, represents an error in pitch angle of 30 less than

everywhere else. Ulthouch -ot a negligible difference, an explanation ,as

not readily available. For measuring station rumber 0/calculation station

number 5, the error in oitch angle in the hub area is rather large. The

.axir= difference between 120 measured and 210 calculated at 20% span can

only e -accounted for by the substantial area change at calculation starion

number 3; this -iaht have caused a problem in the calculation. The

tangential velocity comonent (Fig. 21) is in good agreement for the lower 90%

of the span at the rotor outlet. The disagreement in the upper 20% cannot be

,9



attributed to probe error alone, since these only occur within 10% from the

casewall. At 75% span the calculated absolute velocity shows cnly a small

increase, while the absolute flow angle increases for that location. This

could be the reason that the tangential velocity component increases. From

the measured absolute flow angle (Fig. 17) and velocity (Fig. 18), the

relative flow angle at rotor in-and outlet "were calculated and conmared to

-hose derived from the throuahflow caiculation (Fig. 22). Except for the hub

and tip area the agreement is zod. Another parameter that was important in

the calculation of profile losses is the relative Mach number. It was derived

hub-to-tip for in-and outlet from measurements and con-pared to calculation

. results tFia. 23). The agreement at the rotor leading edge is very apod. For

the outer 30% of the blade span the Mch rumber is larger than the critical

*! value and reaches unity at the tip of the blade. The largest discrepancy in

the outlet relative Mach rumiber is 5% rear the hub (Fig. 23). The measured

qualitative behavior, however, is well predicted.

The combination probes resolve not only the velocity vector, but total

pressure and total termperature as well. These quantities are needed to

calculate the rotor losses. 7The inlet conditions are identical for

measurement and :alcu1lation, Jue the measured data being used as the iniout tr

the calcuiation. Fig. 24 shows the total pressure at rotor in- and outlet.

The measured increase in total pressure across the rotor is =p to 12% less

than the calculated me. In -he +tip region the discrepancy is rather large.

Here the disconti-nuity in the calculation results roted earlier mriht be at

fault.

In comparing the outlet total tenperature (Fig. 25), cne notes that the

measured data points are scattered about the calculated values. The mass

10
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averaged value of all single measurements however is close to the average

value of the calculation. In earlier measurements it was found, that the

temperature of the ambient air fluctuates as much as 2"C within short time

periods. To avoid an influence of this phenmena on compressor measurements,

the temperature differential across the rotor is measured rather than the

absolute readings of in-and outlet. This procedure makes the tenperature

level of the incoming air xiunportant. In Fig. 25 however, the actual vaiues

of the measured outiet zotal temperature are onpared. They exhibit the

magnitude of possible variations due to changes in ambient conditions. From9
the measured total pressures and total temperatures the rotor loss (hub to

tp) ws calculated "Fig. 26). The compar-son with calculation results

0reflects the disagreement found :n the total pressure (Fig. 24). Calculation

as well as measurement show a distinct increase in losses towards the tip (80%

span and larger). This is assumed to reflect the shock losses, which should

be present at those radii due to the high relative inlet Mach number (Fig.

23).

V. CONCLUSION

"he interdependence of rotor and stator flow of a transonic conpressor s

:investigated. Star-ng L-om the observation that neither blade ro 'as

operating close to minimum loss conditions for any compressor speed and flow

* rate, it was found that for a wide array of rotor inlet conditions the

dependence cetween rotor and stator flow followed a very distinct pattern.

C_ anges of -adial distr1ibutions of the inflow, generated by partial blockage,

did not affect the relationship between rotor and stator flow for given

,, * streamlines. Since the rotor's optimun flow condition required the stator to

be off-design and vice versa, the stator wes removed so that the rotor could



operate without downstream blockage generated by the stator. Interestingly,

the increase in flow rate observed was slight and changes in the rotor flow

were noderate.

The flow of the rotor itself %s compared with -he calculation of a firite

elerent conrruter program. The program was found to closely predict the

-easured flow.
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Figure 3. Stator incidence angle vs rotor incidence angle at Angle [
60% of design speed.
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" figure 4. Minimum loss rotor/stator incidence angle and corresponding

stator/rotor incidence angle.
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Figure 8. Radial distributions of rotor and stator incidence
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Figure 10. Compressor stage and rotor only performnance map.
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0 Figure 13. Rotor incidence angle vs blade span for stage and

rotor only configuration.
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70. ROTOR ONLY 163-6
STRTIONS
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Figure 17. Comparison of measured and calculated absolute flow

angle vs blade span at 70% of design speed.
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70%. ROTOR ONLY 163-6
5TRT IONS
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P Figure 18. Comparison of measured and calculated absolute total
velocity vs blade span at 70% of design speed.
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Figure 19. Comparison of measured and calculated axial velocity
'a,..component vs blade span at 70% of design speed.
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STRT IONS
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Figure 20. Comparison of measured and calculated radial velocity
component vs blade span at 70% of design speed.
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Figure 21. Comparison of measured and calculated absolute
tangential velocity component vs blade span at

70% of design speed.
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70% ROTOR ONLY COMPH
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I Figure 22. Comparison of measured and calculated relative flow

angle vs blade span at 70% of design speed.
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Figure 24. Comparison of measured and calculated absolute total
pressure vs blade span at 70% of design speed.
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CCMPARISON CF FCMR AND STATOR INCIDENCE ANGLE

Table I. Data from file T95608 - No honeycomb, large screen, 60% of design
speed

Rotor Stator

I oD ja Y ¢

.5 _._45.06 16.21 3.0 28. 1 J 1.94 2.6. J7 -3.0
.s o5.2 52.94 11.56 5.7 29.3 12.38 40.94 -3.35
75 65.4 -58.76 ..04 :.6 24.2i 12.37 44.21 -L0.78

-04.2 0.27 5.71 2.0 21.9 13.21 46.68 -i4.65
".000 66.4 39.83 4.71 4.1 28.0 14.50 55.00 -L4.20

Tabie -7. Data cm file -:95707 - 'b I-necom, rn screen, full (oen throttle,
60% of iesign speed

?_ctor Stator

I I '1

0.25 57.0 45.06 16.31 3.70 26.5 11.94 38.07 -4.48
0.50 52.94 11.56 0.00 24.2 12.38 0.94 -8. 65
0.75 63.2 58.76 7.0455 22.1 12.87 44.21 -12.38
0.875 I 65.0 60.27 5.71 2.75 21.3 13.21 46.68 -13.25
1.000 66.9 59.83 4.71 4.55 30.9 14.50 55.60 -11.40

:acie :1I. Ata :om fi-e -95714 - 'b honeycomb. no screen, slightly -hrottled,

,D0% of desin speed

.Rotor Stator

,-0-1Fo ro-I r-0 ] : i '

AA

Ai

J--Z0.5 58.3 45.36 -6.31 5.09 30.3 11.94 38. 07 -D.68
05 0 16i.7 33.94 11.5 r6 11.98 28.3 12.38 -10-4 -4.35
0. 4 7 5 .6 7.04 2.42 26.0 12.87 44.21 -8.98

"Z0.875 65.6 60.27 5.7 1 2.48 25.3 13.21 4668 -!1.29
'-,1.000 1 68.1 59.83 4./l 5.92 37.5 14.50 55.60 -. 0
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Table IV. Data from file T92402 - Old bellmouth, no screen, honeycomb,
slightly throttle, 60% of design speed

Rotor Stator

,i l E°, [0] ]

[0- I I I I

0.25 63.1 45.06 -6-31 9.9 34.40 i1194 8.07 3.97

0.30 66.2 53.94 21.36 6.5 32.00 12.38 40.94 -,.85
0.5 68.9 38.76 7.04 6.6 29.34 12.87 44.21 -5.64
0 0.875 70.3 60.27 5.71 7.7 28.00 13.21 46.68 -3.58
'.000 73.3 39.33 4.71 11.3 37.00 14.50 55.60I -5.30

Table V. Data from file 792504 - Old bellrouth, no screen, honeycomb hi:=hly
throttled, 60% of desin speed

Rctor Stator

.T?, HI" 2 I ,1

0.25 67.9 45.06 16.31 14.70 41.7 11.94 38.07 -10.73
0.50 69.5 53.94 11.56 9.78 39.8 12.38 40.94 6.95
0.75 70.4 58.76 7.04 8.12 37.0 12.87 44.21 2.03
0.875 71.9 60.27 5.71 8.78 35.9 13.21 46.68 -0.65
1.000 73.7 59.83 4.71 11.52 44.0 14.50 55.60 -1.70

Table '. Data from file T195811 - N\ honeycomb, smll screen, open throttle,
60% of design speed

Rotor Stator

[] [[]a [] o] [°] j [°]j
0.25 55.8 45.06 16.31 2.7 26.3 11.94 38.07 -4.68
0.50 63.3 53.94 11.56 4.1 26.7 12.38 40.94 -6.15
0.75 64.9 58.76 '7.4 2.75 23.8 12.87 44.21 -11.18
0.875 64.6 60.27 5.71 2.25 22.0 1.1 4.8 -45
1.000 66.0 59.83 4.71 1.65 1450 55.60 -10.40
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Table VII. Calculation of stator incidence angle (T95907) 60% of design
speed, open throttle

H j 2 a2 Y i design i
[-]I F-] F-] F°] [°] I °3 I [0] [-0]-t { t
S 3.000 0.635 27.3,10 11.568 34.900 -1.99 -9.788
2 0.260 0.730 25.37 11.940 38.069 -5.t00I -1.300
3 3.520 0.325 22.50 12.380 40.935 -10.35 -2.2004 0.756 0.31i 20. 40 12.866 -4. 207 -14.57 -3.000

5 0.37 j.355 20.30 13.209 46.681 -16.05 -3.000
6 .300 1.300 27.30 14.498 55.603 -15.30 0.000

.

'4"

-otor

I~Ii
- -] F-] j [] [0]

1 0.000 0.5000 3.55
2 0.250 0.6614 2.40
3 0. 500 0.7906 0.90
4 0.750 3.9014 1.10

3. 375 3. 9520 i1.73
1.•00 1.0000 2.30

4.4
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Table VIII. Calculation of stator incidence angle (T95924) 60% of design,
speed, closed throttle

H R2i 1 designi
"- ,-.- ...-.. . _" - " Io -o [°] 'I -

2.3000 ).635 39.60 1l. 568 34.900 1 •0.60 1 738
1).260 ).730 37.54 11.A40 38.069 6.56 -I.200
*3.520 2.025 35.-3 2.2380 40.935 2.48 -2.0

,6 - .5 12.366 44.207 -!2 -000
) 2.878 .55 3 .30 13.209 46.681 -3.35 -3.000
..300 L.00 -3.60 14.-98 35.003 1.30 .000

$4'.

Rctor
-- -_o_ _I

I K- E-Z C-] °

0.000 0.5000 8.28
2 3.250 0.6614 6.75
3 3.500 0.7906 4.39

0.750 0.9014 4.32
>7 0.875 ).9520 3.:16

", ', 000 I. 0000 6. O0

* lb41

01

p i... " " -. #, " , ","' " " ' ' '



Table IX. Calculation of stator incidence angle (T96013) 70% of design
speed, open throttle

Lr 0 - C [0] [0] [-0

1 0.000 D".635 26.60 11.568 4.900 -2.40 -D.7S8
2 0. 260 0.730 25.05 1. 940 38.069 -5 .93 -i. 00
3 0.520 0.825 22.91 12.380 4C. 925 -9.94 -2.200
4 1 0.756 0.911 21.50 12.366 44.207 -13.47 -3000

0.878 0.955 Z0.72 13.209 16.681 --5.76 -3.,00
6 1.300 1.000 26.300 14.498 55.60- -16. 0 D.000

Rotor

Ri.. Ameual _1

r-- - L ,J

, 0. 00 0.5000 3.53
" 2 0.250 0.6614 2.89

3 30.500 0.7906 1.15
4 0.750 J.9014 i .25

0.375 0.9520 -.92

L. 00 1.3000 2.50

.O.
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Table X. Calculation of stator incidence angle (T96023) 70% of design speed,
closed throttle

RD
# HR 2 i desiLgn i

-1 - -3 [30 [0] [0 3  ] 0_C- 0

1 0.000 0.635 40.00 11.568 34.90 11.00 09.788

2 0.260 0.730 40.25 11.940 38.069 9.28 -1.300
3 0.520 0.825 37.72 12.380 40.935 4.87 -2.200
4 0.756 0.?Ml 36.00 12.866 44.207 1.03 -3.000
5 1 0.878 0.)55 35.95 13.209 46.681 -0.60 -3.000
6 1.000 1.00 44.00 14.498 55.603 1.70 0.000

I
: Rotor

# R1

. -] F-] F-]

1 0.000 0.5000 9.45
2 0.250 0.6614 6.93
3 0.500 0.7906 4.99
4 0.750 0.9014 4.95
5 0.875 0.9520 5.42
6 1.000 1.0000 6.30

.3

*0
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Table XI. Stage full cpen throttle line

- N ' ref T, is T

Nref 3 Tt

0.247 5.644 I1.021 0.834 0.0073
0. 295 6.609 1.030 N/A N/A
0.326 7.224 1.039 0.856 0.0128
0.400 8.708 1.057 0.865 0.0187
0.494 10.888 1.093 0.872 0.0297
0.590 12.850 1.137 0.878 0.04267
0.623 13.500 1.150 0.858 0.0477

*C- 0.636 14.242 1.170 0.368 0.0530

0.683 14.854 1.185 0.860 0.0579

Table :a7. Stage, 60% of esign speed Line

[T ef 1 is _Tt

Nref Tt
•-] [lbs/s] [-1 [-] F-]

0.598 12.986 1.141 0.875 0.044150
0.599 13.187 1.141 0.867 0.044509
0.597 13.073 1.144 0.876 0.044796
0.597 13.038 1.149 0.886 0.045820
0.601 12.882 1.153 0.878 0.047344
0.598 12.791 1.156 0.880 0.048176
0.598 12.784 1.162 0.887 0.049713
0.600 12.502 1.162 0.878 0.052158
0.598 L2.411 1.176 0.891 0.053385

L2.250 1.183 0.901 9.054873
0.600 12.064 1.188 0.899 0.056233
0.597 11.797 1.192 0.896 0.057650
0. 596 11.758 1.198 0.911 0.058433
0•596 11.631 1.202 0.913 0.059349
0.596 11.366 1.204 0.869 0.062835
0 600 11.005 1.217 0.915 0.063295
0•597 10.784 1.219 0.904 0.064592
0.399 11.293 1.211 0.920 0.061215

44
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Table XIII. Stage, 70% of design speed line

N 'ef )is _Tt

_______ [lbDs/s] _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ t

-D .690 14.95 1.201 0.872 D.061590.690 14.32 1.212 0.873 0.06132

S. 68 I 14.58 1.225 0.395 0.06661
0.690 14.50 1.237 0.897 0.07010
0.689 14.153 1.247 0.904 0.07215

-0-90 4.053 1.257 0.911 0.07943
3.690 13.723 .Z66 0.915 0.07640
3.690 I 13.542 1.278 0.917 0.07950
0.691 13.322 1. 205 k.916 0.08152
0.690 1.168 .294 0.921 0.08220
0.690 12.850 1.301 0.923 0.08504

7Dle 'IV. Rotor zniy %11 .-l, en :hrot-ie Line

N .-. 
is

. sref s .- -

0.248 5.491 1.021 0.793 0.0077
0.295 6.733 7.030 0.820 0.0105

" 0.329 7.334 1.039 0.852 0.0130
0.395 8.308 1.058 0.886 0.0184

0.493 10.970 1.093 0.913 0.0282
0.524 11.650 1.105 0.907 0.0321
.536 12. 5001.0120 0.916 0.0361
3.589 ' 3.170 133 0.913 0.0389
3.590 13.050 1•134 .918 '3.0401
-.620 13.750 -.148 0.927 0.0436
3.654 14.480 1.166 0.926 J.0487
0.687 15.120 1.181 0.904 0.0539
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